
Types of Information Needed

As-Built Engineering Drawings of New Construction.
Information regarding new Charting Landmarks.
Reports of Uncharted Hazards (rocks, wrecks, obstructions, shoals).
Information updates regarding marinas and other facilities.
Reports of gross discrepancies between charted shoreline and actual 
shoreline.
Salvage documentation for the removal of charted features (piles, wrecks, 
etc.)
Other charted errors as well as chart recommendations.
Incorrect, or out of date geographic names.



As Builts and Construction Drawings

These Drawings must have control (i.e. a way to accurately position them 
against the charts).  

This could be Geographic Positions, A grid systems such as state Plane 
or Universal Transverse Mercator.
Please ensure that specifics about the positions and grid systems are 
clear (i.e  Units of measurement (feet, meters) Datum (NAD27, 
NAD83)
Please note when construction began, when it concluded.
Any additional permit information about the new construction would be 
helpful (who is the owner of the structure, phone numbers of the 
owners, of the permitting official)
Any other information that might assist in the charting and description 
of this facility 



Information about New Landmarks

Is the item significant enough to be used as a landmark by mariners?

What are the characteristics (function, color, construction material).  Is 
it lighted?  If so, what are the light characteristics? 

What is it’s geographic position? An accurate GPS derived position is 
ideal.  If a gps is used, please note what type of gps / dgps was used and 
also whether any post processing corrections have been applied.

Who is the owner of this feature and how long has it been there?



Information about uncharted hazards
What type of hazard is it? (i.e. rock, shoal, wreck, debris, coral, other).

What is its geographic position or extents and how was this information 
obtained?

Is this a newly discovered hazard or one that has been known about for 
some time?

Is there a known or reported least depth over the feature? If so, how was 
it obtained?

Any other relevant information (are there plans for the removal of this 
feature?  How was the feature discovered? 

Is the feature marked with a buoy or warning of some sort?



Information about Facilities

What does the facility offer? (i.e. does it have a ramp? a pumpout 
station? Can they perform repairs? Do they sell diesel, gas, groceries, 
ice, bait, tackle, hardware?  Are boat slips available? Are vessels 
available for rent? Is lodging available?

What kind of depths are available at the facility?

Who is the owner or at least a point of contact and what is there phone 
number?

What other information is available regarding the facility?  Is it new? Is 
it already charted or does it need to be added or revised?  (If it needs to 
be added or revised, can they provide as built engineering drawings?) 
Do they have a web site?



Shoreline Discrepancies

Is the shoreline in question manmade or natural?

Is it a significant discrepancy at chart scale?

If the shoreline is of a man-made nature, can as built engineering 
drawings be acquired that will remedy the situation?

As will all chart submissions, please include a chart graphic showing 
the extent of mischarted shoreline.



Salvage Documentation
Putting dangers or features on the chart is easy – taking them off can be 
difficult..

The easiest way to remove and item like a wreck or pile is to get a written 
statement on letterhead from the persons responsible for the salvage / removal 
indicating that the feature has been removed in its entirety and that now 
underwater hazards or debris remain. (For piles, this typically means they have 
removed below the mudline).

WIthout that statement, there’s little that can be done without a survey meeting 
NOS specifications.  Somteimes, the symbology can be altered, and the 
abbreviation “ED” for Existence Doubtful can be added..



Discrepancies and Inquiries

Additional information regarding discrepancies are always welcome, as well as 
comments, and recommendations.

General Inquires can be made online at: 
http://ocsdata.ncd.noaa.gov/dr/inquiry.asp
Discrepancy Reports can also be made online at:  
http://ocsdata.ncd.noaa.gov/dr/

http://ocsdata.ncd.noaa.gov/dr/inquiry.asp
http://ocsdata.ncd.noaa.gov/dr/


Geographic Names

Geographic Names are charted based on the United States Geological Survey’s 
Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) database.  Only the official 
name, or a variant can be charted. You can search the GNIS database online by 
visiting:  http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gnispublic/

Changing a name is a process that begins with a proposal to the Geographic 
Names Board and can be done online at: he process of proposing a new name / 
chaning and existing one can be started by visiting:  http://geonames.usgs.gov/

http://geonames.usgs.gov/


http://ocsdata.ncd.noaa.gov/OnLineViewer/



http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/lnm/default.htm

http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/pubs/LightLists/Lightlists.htm
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USGS Imagery
http://terraserver-usa.com













Photos that work!



Photos that do not.



Photo Requirements for CP

Film is still best
Digital Images

300 dpi resolution – no less than 150 dpi
5 megapixels or better
Image size - 2400 x 1800
Preferred format is TIFF (tif) or JPEG (jpg)
Never use digital zoom only optical
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